Order of Actions
Decide on a painting
Look carefully at the four artwork cards on the outside of the game

1.Exchange
Perform both of the actions below once or one of the

board and try to guess what symbols are hidden in the paintings.

actions below twice.

During your turn you can “exchange” symbol tiles and attempt to

・Exchange a symbol with another room (You cannot

collect Artwork Cards.

room of Wonders
Hidden Allegory in art

exchange from the same room twice in one turn).

・Exchange the positions of two symbols in your room.

※Rules for exchanging

Players: 2 - 4
Play time: 30 min
Ages 7 and up

What is Room of Wonders?

Two symbols being exchanged must be in a direct
horizontal or vertical line from each other. Symbols
may also be exchanged diagonally if the diagonal
runs through the center of the board. These
restrictions can be ignored when exchanging within
your own room.

2.Declare an artwork
After performing your two actions, if you believe the

“Room of Wonders” is based on the collection hobby
popular among the upper classes of Europe from the 15th
to 18th Century, also known as “Cabinet of Curiosities” .
Paintings, mounted animals, scientific or mathmatical
instruments, and other such items where collected from
around the world to be displayed in these rooms. The
painting to the right, “Allegory of Sight” , depicts the
wonders of one such room as an allegory for “Sight” .

symbols for a particular Artwork Card are in your room,
you may declare the Artwork Card and turn it over to see if
you`re correct.

Hidden Allegory in Paintings

・If correct, you win the card. Hold onto it until the
end of the game to count points.

The game ends after the 10th
Artwork Card has been collected.
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・If incorrect, place the card back, front up.
As a penalty, you will have to skip your next turn.
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※Paintings used in this game are in public domain as more than 50 years have elapsed since the aritst artistsʼ death.

Peter Paul Rubens “Allegory of Sight” 1617

Sandro Botticelli “The Birth of Venus” 1483

When we look at a painting like the one to the left,
questions like what scene is being depicted, or who us the
woman in the center, are communicated to the viewer
through allegorical symbols deliberately placed by the
artist to identify the subject matter. In this case the nude
woman atop a conch shell, the roses in the wind, and the
sense of heavenly beings blessing the central figure all
serve as clues to show us that the painting is depicting,
“The Birth of Venus” .

Contents

Preparation

・Artwork Cards (x 30)

・Room Board (x1)

・Symbol Tiles (x 36)

Place Symbol Tiles
on this board

Diﬃculty

★☆☆ (x10)
★★☆ (x10)
front

back

★★★ (x10)

front

Choose 10 Artwork Cards and shuffle them into a deck.
You may choose to only play with cards of a specific difficulty (ie. only difficulty 2 “★★☆” cards),
or you can choose from all the cards randomly.
・Each game is played with 10 Artwork Cards
blue room

・Rule book (x1)

back

Game Summary
Players search for the hidden symbols in the paintings depicted on the Artwork Cards and try to gather
those Symbol Tiles to there room before other players. Each Artwork Card a player guesses correctly
counts as points for the end of the game. The player with the most points wins.

green room

Artwork
Deck

2. Deal 4 Artwork Cards from
the deck placed front up along
the outside of the board.
3. Place the remaining cards of
the deck in a convienent location
next to the board.

Artwork Cards
replenish cards

Artwork̀s
Theme

Artwork̀s
Theme

Diﬃculty

(How hard the
symbols are to ﬁnd)

Painting

front

Symbols needed to win
the card / Total number of
symbols in the painting

whever a player
collects one.

yellow room

red room

・When playing with 2 players each player controls two
diagonal rooms.

4. Assign a player to each room
and decide who goes first with a
game of rock paper scissors.

Hidden Symbols

Ending the Game

※ When a painting has

The game ends when the last Artwork Card`s symbols have been guessed correctly and all the Artwork Cards
have been collected.

more than 3 symbols, only
3 of the total symbols are
needed to collect the card

Explanation of
the Artwork
back

1. Randomly place the 36
Symbol Tiles on the board.

・When playing with a fixed difficulty deck, the player with the highest humber of cards wins.
・When playing with a random difficulty deck., add together the difficulties of each card to calculate each
player`s score. The player with the highest score wins.
※If no one is able to collect the ﬁnal card one round (one turn for each player) after it has been
dealt from the deck, the game ends and that card is not counted in the ﬁnal scoring.

